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 The rapid development of computer-aided design tools, such as MATLAB or 

Octave, or Mathematica enabled students to solve many complicated problems 

focusing less on underlying STEM-related concepts that are interdisciplinary. 

Therefore, it is important to demonstrate how it could be done using specific 

examples that could be linked to different subjects or even to their everyday life 

experience. This paper reports on using the COVID-19 pandemic evolution model 

(Shur, 2022) in my class on the physics of advanced semiconductors devices. I use 

this model to show how the concepts, such as the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation and Fermi-Dirac distribution function could be used in a 

completely different STEM field. In solid-state physics, the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation is used to separate rapid electronic motion, relevant to the 

electronic states and much slower nuclei motion (since nuclei are thousands of 

times heavier than electrons). Likewise, the COVID-19 model uses a relatively 

fast pandemic evolution growth or decay constant, a slow function of time itself. 

In solid-state physics, the Fermi-Dirac distribution function describes the 

transition from the occupied electronic states to empty electron states with the 

temperature determining the transition interval. The COVID-19 model uses the 

generalized Fermi-distribution function to describe the mitigation measures that 

determine the transition from a high to a lower infection rate. A more accurate 

COVID-19 evolution model requires a generalized Fermi-Dirac function that 

accounts for a slow variation of the effect of the mitigation measures with time. In 

turn, this generalization could be used in solid-state physics to describe the 

electron temperature increase in the electric field.  
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Introduction 

 

Computer-aided design tools, such as MATLAB, Octave, or Mathematica, have allowed students to solve complex 

problems without fully understanding the underlying interdisciplinary STEM concepts. To address this issue, it is 

important to provide specific examples that connect these concepts to different subjects or even to students’ 

everyday experiences. In this paper, we report on the use of the COVID-19 pandemic evolution model (Shur 

(2022)) in a class on the physics of advanced semiconductor devices. This model is used to demonstrate how 

concepts from solid-state physics, such as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the Fermi-Dirac distribution 
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function, can be applied to a completely different STEM field. 

 

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation (Born and Oppenheimer (1927)) describes rapid electronic motion for 

frozen positions of nuclei. It introduces two-time scales; a rapid time scale relevant to the electronic motion and 

a slow time scale describing nuclei motion. This approximation holds because of much slower nuclear motion, 

due to the large difference in mass between electrons and nuclei. Similarly, the COVID-19 model (Shur(2021), 

(2022)) uses a fast pandemic evolution growth or decay constant that is itself a slow function of time. Another 

example of such a process is inflation. The inflation rate varies a little from day to day but changes significantly 

over periods on the order of a month or longer. 

 

The Fermi-Dirac distribution function (Fermi (1926)) describes the transition from occupied to empty electronic 

states as a function of energy. The energy levels below the Fermi level energy are occupied, and the energy levels 

above the Fermi level energy are empty. The transition region, where the Fermi Dirac function changes from near 

unity to nearly zero is on the order of several (~6) thermal energies proportional to temperature. I explain in my 

class that such a function could be used to describe a gradual transition between any two states. For example, in 

the COVID-19 model, a Fermi-Dirac distribution function is used to describe the effect of mitigation measures 

on infection rates – from a higher rate before the mitigation measures are introduced to a lower infection rate after 

a transition period after the mitigation measures are introduced. It is important to demonstrate how the same 

mathematics could be used for describing completely different phenomena. 

 

A more accurate COVID-19 evolution model (Shur(2023)) uses a generalized Fermi-Dirac function that accounts 

for the slow variation of mitigation measures over time. This generalization could also be applied in solid-state 

physics to describe the increase in electron temperature in an electric field more accurately (Shur(1969)). 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic is a good case in point because of its huge impact on the health system (see Figures 1 

and 2 illustrating the tragic consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic). 

 

 

Figure 1. USA Annual Death Rates for Different Reasons. Data from 

https://www.ontherighttrack.com/news/the- healthcare-paradox Accessed 28 July 2022 
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Figure 2. Excess COVID-19 Deaths in Different Countries. Data from; https://www.bbc.com/news/61333847, 

accessed 04/14/2023. 

 

An example where such an approach of simulating the impact of mitigation measures could also be useful is 

Hospital Acquired Infections (HAI). Each year in U.S. hospitals there are an estimated 1.7 million healthcare-

acquired infections (HAI) resulting in approximately 99,000 deaths (2018 data). The cost estimates for HAI range 

from $20 to $45 billion annually. It is approximately 1/6 of the US COVID-19 cost per year. An example of the 

mitigation measure for controlling Hai is using mattress pad disinfection in hospitals (see Shur (2010)). 

 

Another similarity between the waves of the electron density that are considered in my class on advanced 

electronic devices and the COVID-19 pandemic evolution is that the pandemic came in waves that rose, crested, 

and dropped (see Figure 3). These waves vary from location to location (see Figure 4). The reason for these waves 

is the virus evolution. A virus is asexual and replicates making copies of itself. Making mistakes (mutations) 

during reproduction causes new strains to appear. Some strains are not competitive and die out, but some are more 

easily spread or more deadly. Another mechanism of virus evolution is recombination which occurs when a host 

cell is infected with two different variants at the same time exchanging one part of a virus for another (one 

example: overtaking of Delta by Omicron.).  

 

 

Figure 3. COVID-19 Infection Rates Worldwide. Data from https://www.statista.com/chart/22067/daily-

new- cases-by-world-region/ Accessed 12 April 2022 

http://www.statista.com/chart/22067/daily-new-
http://www.statista.com/chart/22067/daily-new-
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Figure 4. COVID-19 Evolution for New York State and California (from Shur(2023)). Data from 

https://www.google.com/search?q=covid+new+cases&rlz accessed 22 April 2022 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Physics-based transparent pandemic models needed to describe the complicated evolutions could use 

approximations similar to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and transition functions similar to the Fermi- 

Dirac distribution function. The Fermi-Dirac distribution function describes the transition from the non-

degenerate to degenerate distribution in semiconductors (see, for example, Shur (1996), page 91). The same 

function could describe any step-wise transition within a defined transition period. For pandemic processes, this 

function could describe changes associated with pandemic mitigation measures, such as mask requirements or 

vaccination: 

 

1

1 exp
FDS

i

i

f
t t
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     (1) 

 

Here FDSf is the function describing event i (Fermi-Dirac Smoothed function -FDS), ti is the moment of the 

transition, i is the characteristic time constant determining how fast this transition takes place. In the generalized 

Fermi-Dirac distribution function (FDG) the time constant i  is a slow (compared to i) function of time: 

 i io it t          (2) 

 

Figure 5a shows the generalized Fermi-Dirac function for ti = 100 days,  = 10 days, and different values 

parameter i. The effect of this parameter is clearer in Figure 5b. 

 

http://www.google.com/search?q=covid%2Bnew%2Bcases&rlz
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(a) 

Figure 5. Generalized Fermi-Dirac Distribution Function 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. Generalized Fermi-Dirac Distributions 

 

The Pandemic Equation (Shur (2021), (2022), (2023)) accounts for asymmetric pandemic curves and multiple 
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pandemic waves using. curve flattening parameter to account for the population adjustment to the infection and 

mitigation parameters to account for mitigation measures and new virus variants: 
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     (4) 

describes the evolutions of the daily number of new infections in the period of time before the first mitigation 

event, fo is the ratio of the initial infections to the total number of people in the infection pool. The time dependence 

of the initial characteristic constant of the pandemic evolution also includes the mitigation parameter a making it 

a slow function of time: 

 

  ot t             (5) 

 

Examples of mitigation and anti-mitigation measures include masks (see Figure 6), closing or opening the 

economy, vaccination, and new medications, such as Evusheld and Paxlovid. 

 

 

Figure 6. Masks as a Mitigation Measure: Relative Improvement in Protection Time compared to No Mask 

(from Shur(2022)). 

 

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the curve flattening parameter on the predicted pandemic evolution. As a 

challenge, I ask my students to suggest how the same generalization of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function could 

be used to describe non-equilibrium electron distribution with electrons having a higher directed energy and also 

a higher effective temperature. 
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Figure 7. Effect of Flattening Parameter on COVID-19 Pandemic Model. (From Shur (2022)). 

 

The crown result of the Pandemic Equation shown in Figure 8 also brings up interesting questions. How good is 

the agreement? How to see trends in a stochastic process? What is Uncertainty Quantification? Could techniques 

used in solid-state theory for quantifying Uncertainty (see, for example ) be applied to modeling COVID-19 

Pandemic (see Figure 9)? And, finally, could the approach accounting for space dependence of the pandemic 

infection (see Fig. 10) be used to describe spatially non-uniform electronic distributions? 

 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of Five COVID-19 Pandemic Waves described by Pandemic Equation with Daily 

COVID-19 Deaths in the USA (from Shur (2023)). 
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Figure 9. Prediction Certainty in the Extrapolation of the Pandemic Equation Solution. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 10. Simulating Space-dependent Infection Rates with Two Hot Spots (a) and Three Hot Spots (b) 

 

Conclusion 

 

The Pandemic Equation is a modified rate equation with slowly varying parameters. It uses an approach similar 
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to the adiabatic approximation (i.e., Born-Oppenheimer approximation) in the quantum theory of solids and uses 

the generalized Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The Pandemic Equation describes the pandemic evolution 

curves accounting for curve flattening and mitigation and antimotivation measures. Extracting the Pandemic 

Equation parameters from the well-advanced pandemic curves allows for reaching conclusions about the 

pandemic trends and enables the Pandemic Equation to predict the pandemic evolution globally and locally for 

time periods of the order of the pandemic time constant. The generalization of the Pandemic equation used to 

describe the spatial dependence of the infection rates and slow time-dependent variation of the infection rate 

characteristic time constant could, in turn, find applications in the solid-state theory. 
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